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We analyse the variation of teleportation delity with resource entanglement for three entangle-
ment resources: two mode harmonic oscillator states with xed total photon number, beam splitter
generated harmonic oscillator states with xed total photon number and the two-mode squeezed
vacuum state. We dene corresponding teleportation protocols for each example. The variation of
entanglement in each case is modelled using phase noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement plays a central role in the
emerging elds of quantum computation [1{5], quantum
cryptography [6,7], quantum teleportation [8{13], super-
dense coding [14] and quantum communication [15{17].
The characterisation of entanglement is a challenging
problem [18{23] and considerable eort has been invested
in characterising entanglement in a variety of contexts
[24{30].
One such context, quantum teleportation, has played
a crucial role in understanding how entanglement can be
used as a resource for communication. The recent ex-
perimental demonstrations [31,32] suggest that quantum
teleportation could be viewed as an achievable experi-
mental technique to quantitatively investigate quantum
entanglement. Teleportation is a way of transmitting an
unknown quantum state to a distant receiver with far
better reliability than can be achieved classically. As the
entanglement of the enabling resource is degraded, the
delity of the teleportation protocol is diminished.
In this paper we attempt to make this intuition more
precise using specic examples from quantum optics.
Three entangled resources are considered: two mode har-
monic oscillator states with xed total photon number,
beam splitter generated harmonic oscillator states with
xed total photon number and the two-mode squeezed
vacuum state [33]. The examples we discuss exhibit
quantum correlations between the photon number in each
mode and, simultaneously, between the phase of each
mode. To degrade the entanglement of the resource we
consider phase fluctuations on each mode independently.
In the limit of completely random phase we are left with
only the classical intensity (photon number) correlations.
The ability of the resources to teleport a state is shown
to improve with the energy available in the resource, and
therefore the dimension of the Fock space.
II. ENTANGLEMENT AND TELEPORTATION
Intuitively entanglement refers to correlations between
distinct subsystems that cannot be achieved in a clas-
sical statistical model. Of course correlations can ex-
ist in classical mechanics, but entanglement refers to
a distinctly dierent kind of correlation at the level of
quantum probability amplitudes. The essential dier-
ence between quantum and classical correlations can be
described in terms of the separability of states [34{40,46].
A density operator of two subsystems is separable if it can




wA0A ⊗ 00A (1)
As an example we consider the density operator for two





pnjn; nihn; nj (2)
where we use the notation jn; ni = jnia ⊗ jnib. Such a
state has perfectly correlated excitation energy in each
mode, a classical correlation, but no entanglement. On






has the same classical correlation but is not separable.
In this form we see that is is possible for a separable and
an entangled state to share similar classical correlations
for some variables. Any state that is not separable is
entangled, but it may be dicult to distinguish a separa-
ble state from an entangled state. Teleportation however
will enable such states to be distinguished.
Consider a communication protocol in which the re-
sults of measurements made on a physical system are
transmitted to a distant receiver. The goal of the receiver
is to reconstruct the physical state of the source, using
only local resources, conditioned on the received infor-
mation. The communication that takes place is of course
entirely classical. In a teleportation protocol there is one
additional feature: quantum correlations, entanglement,
are rst shared between the sending and receiving sta-
tion. The degree of entanglement shared by sender and
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receiver is called the teleportation resource. If there is
no shared quantum correlation between the sender and
receiver, the protocol is called classical. The extent and
nature of the quantum correlations in the resource deter-
mine the delity of the protocol. Under ideal conditions
the unknown state of some physical system at the trans-
mitting end can be perfectly recreated in another physical
system at the receiving end. If there is no shared entan-
glement resource this is impossible. There are many ways
in which actual performance can dier from the ideal.
In this paper we analyse the change in performance of
teleportation protocols as the entanglement resource is
varied. Our primary objective is to use the delity of a
teleportation protocol to compare and contrast dierent
kinds of entangled oscillator states.
In general, teleportation proceeds as follows: the
sender, Alice, has a target state, j iT , she wishes to tele-
port to Bob, the receiver (see Figure 1). Alice and Bob
each have access to one part of an entangled bipartite
physical system prepared in the state j iAB . In this pa-
per the bipartite physical system is a two-mode electro-
magnetic eld. In order to send the state of the target to
Bob, Alice performs a joint measurement of number sum
(N^) and phase dierence (^) on the target and her mode.
She then sends the information gained from these mea-
surements to Bob via a classical channel. Bob performs
local unitary transformations on the mode in his pos-
session according to the information Alice sends to him,
thereby attempting to recreate the initial target state.
We quantify the quality of the protocol by the modulus
square of the inner product between the target state and
the actual state that Bob reconstructs. This quantity is
















FIG. 1. General teleportation protocol. The entanglement resource j i
quantum state j iT at j iout;B.
The delity has an important interpretation in quan-
tum measurement theory which makes it a particularly
appropriate measure of the quality of a teleportation pro-
tocol. Consider for a moment how Bob and Alice would
establish that the protocol had succeeded. If two phys-
ical systems are in the same pure quantum state, then
the statistics of all possible measurements made on those
systems must be the same. In reality of course we can-
not measure every physical quantity. The question of
how many measurements suce has been the subject of
considerable research and forms the basis of quantum
state tomography [41]. To asses how well the telepor-
tation protocol has worked we essentially need to know
the statistical distinguishability of the actual state j ia
achieved and the ideal state j ii. The answer to this
question is known. The statistical distance between two
classical distributions, p(1)n ; p
(2)
n is given in terms of the
classical delity by









If we now minimise this over all possible measurement
distributions, we nd it is bounded from below by the
quantum delity [45].
The delity of quantum teleportation protocol is deter-
mined by the degree of shared entanglement, the quality
of the measurements made by the sender, the quality of
the classical communication channels used and nally it
depends on how well Bob can implement the desired uni-
tary transformations. In this paper we will discuss only
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the rst of these; the amount of shared entanglement. In
the original teleportation protocol [8], the bipartite sys-
tem was made up of two systems each described by a
two dimensional Hilbert space, that is to say, two qubits,
and the shared entangled state was a maximally entan-
gled state [42]. In the case of two correlated harmonic
oscillators, or two eld modes, we cannot dene maximal
entanglement in quite the same way, as the entropy of
each component system can be arbitrarily large. In this
paper we dene extremal entangled pure states of two
eld modes in terms of the total mean photon number
and the total maximum photon number.
In the case of a system with a nite dimensional Hilbert
space, a state of maximum entropy is simply the identity
operator in that Hilbert space. A natural generalisation
of this idea to innite Hilbert spaces would dene a max-
imum entropy state subject to some constraint, such as
mean energy or total energy. These of course dene the
canonical ensemble and micro canonical ensemble of sta-
tistical mechanics. In the case of entangled pure states
the Araki-Lieb [43] inequality indicates that the entropy
of each component system is equal. As the entropy of
a harmonic oscillator scales with mean energy, this indi-
cates that each component subsystem has the same mean
energy. If we maximise the entropy of each subsystem
subject to a constraint on the mean energy, the state
must be a thermal state. The entangled pure two mode
state for which the reduced density operator of each mode
is thermal is the squeezed vacuum state.




The mean photon number in each mode is given by
n = 2=(1− 2). If however we constrain the total pho-
ton number, N , of each mode we get a very dierent





jN − n; ni (6)
The entropy of the reduced state of each mode is ln(1+N)
while the mean photon number is N=2. We will con-
sider n of these entangled pre-states as a teleportation
resource. While squeezed vacuum states may be achieved
in the laboratory, states with xed total photon number
have not been produced, and will not be possible until we
have a reliable N photon source. There are now a couple
of proposals for such sources [44] and it may not be too
long before they are used in teleportation schemes.
Teleportation delity for innite dimensional Hilbert
spaces must necessarily vary from unity for an arbitrary
target state, as the notion of a maximally entangled re-
source diers form the nite dimensional case. The tele-
portation protocol can also be degraded by unknown in-
coherent process that corrupts the purity of the shared
entanglement see Figure 2. Of course in some cases
these incoherent processes may destroy the correlations
entirely, for example by absorbing all the photons in each
mode before Alice and Bob get to use them. In this pa-
per, however, we will only consider those decoherence
processes that change the purity of the states and leave








FIG. 2. Using teleportation to analyse entanglement. The decoherence p
j iAB thereby changing the overlap between j iT and j iout after the tel
III. IDEAL RESOURCE
In a recent paper by Milburn and Braunstein [33] a
teleportation protocol was presented using joint measure-
ments of the photon number dierence and phase sum
on two eld modes. This protocol is possible because the
number dierence and phase sum operators commute,
thus allowing determination of these quantities simul-
taneously and to arbitrary accuracy. The teleportation
scheme improves with increasing number of Fock states
in the resource since the resource states tend to simulta-
neous eigenstates of number dierence and phase sum.
Number sum and phase dierence operators also com-
mute, implying that if eigenstates of these operators can
be found a teleportation protocol is possible. Such a pro-
tocol is discussed below.
Because the number sum and phase dierence oper-
ators commute we look for simultaneous eigenstates of




dnjN − niAjniB (7)
which are eigenstates of number sum with eigenvalue N .
The labels A and B refer to Alice’s and Bob’s modes re-
spectively and the coecients dn satisfy
PN
n=0 jdnj2 = 1,
so that the state is normalised. For Eq. (7) to be used
as a resource for teleportation it needs to be entangled;
it will be maximally entangled when the dn are all equal.
We choose dn = 1pN+1 , giving the resource,




jN − niAjniB: (8)
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This resource tends towards eigenstates of phase dif-
ference as N ! 1. To see this consider the joint phase
probability density of Eq. (8), which is calculated by pro-





and taking the modulus squared, i.e.,











where − = A−B . The probability density as a func-
tion of N and − is shown in Figure 3, and shows that as
N gets larger this density becomes sharply peaked about
− = 0 in the interval [−; ], hence the states of Eq. (8)
tend to eigenstates of phase dierence with increasing N .
FIG. 3. Joint phase probability density. As N increases the probability density becomes very narrowly peaked about  = 0.
To decide when N is suciently large for the resource
(Eq. (8)) to be called a simultaneous eigenstate of phase
dierence we need to determine when the probability
density (Eq. (10)) is suciently narrow. We make the
criterion that if the full width at half maximum of the
density is 1% of the domain of − ([−; ]) then N is
large enough. This criterion is met if N > 88.






The subscript T is used to emphasise that this is the
\target" mode. We generate the input state to the pro-
tocol by taking the tensor product of the target and the
resource








cmjmiT jN − niAjniB: (12)
Alice’s measurement of the number sum on the target
and her mode projects the input state into the condi-
tional state







cq−N+njq −N + niT jN − niAjniB; (13)
where n runs from max(0; N − q) to N , and q is the







is the probability of measuring that result, I merely em-
phasises that this probability relates to the idealised re-
source Eq. (8). Note that again the summation runs from
n = max(0; N − q) to N . After Alice’s measurement of
the phase dierence the total state is













implying that the state in Bob’s mode is








Using the results q and −, and knowledge of the num-
ber of Fock states in the resource (N), Bob has sucient
information to reproduce the target state. He does this
by amplifying his mode so that jniB ! jq − N + niB
and phase shifting it by e−i2n− . The unitary ampli-
cation operation is described in [50]. These operations
complete the protocol and the state Bob nally has in
his possession is







cq−N+njq −N + niB : (17)





To see how well the teleportation protocol performs, let
us consider some examples.
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1. Example: Target is a number state
Let the target state be a number state,
j iT = jmiT ; (19)
so the only coecient available is cm, which is one.
We nd that the teleportation delity is unity, inde-
pendent of the measurement of q, because the only term
appearing in the summations of both the delity and the
probability is that corresponding to cm. Therefore, this
protocol works perfectly if the target is a number state.
2. Example: Target is a coherent state
The delity as a function of number sum measurement,
q, and number of Fock states in the resource minus one,
N , for a coherent target state of amplitude,  = 3, is
displayed in Figure 4.
FIG. 4. Fidelity, F , as a function of number sum measurement, q, and energy in the ideal resource, N , for a coherent state
of amplitude  = 3.
The gure shows that as N increases, the range of
measurement outcomes of number sum measurements for
which the delity is high also increases, implying the
technique is improving with increasing N . Also consider
the probability of nding a given q, which is shown as
a function of q and N in Figure 5. This shows that the
probability of obtaining a given number sum is high in
correspondence with the ranges of q for which the delity
is high. Hence we can say that the protocol works well
as result of this correspondence.
FIG. 5. Probability, P , as a function of number sum measurement, q,
state of amplitude  = 3.
We expect this protocol to improve with increasing N
for two reasons: the approach of the resource states to
simultaneous eigenstates of number sum and phase dif-
ference, and an improved resolution of the target state.
Firstly, as mentioned in Section III, as N increases the re-
source states tend to eigenstates of phase dierence and
since they are already eigenstates of number sum they
therefore tend to simultaneous eigenstates of both quan-
tities. Because of this the joint measurements of number
sum and phase dierence made by Alice become more
accurate which we would expect to improve the output
of the teleportation. Secondly, the resolution of the tar-
get improves with increasing N . What we mean is that
there are more states available in the resource with which
to \encode" the target before it is teleported. An anal-
ogy between this and digital electronics can be made.
Consider an analogue to digital converter. Such a device
converts (\encodes") a continuous analogue signal into a
digital form in much the same way we do in our telepor-
tation protocol. The quality of the digital reproduction
of the analogue signal increases as one increases the num-
ber of bits one uses to \encode" the analogue signal in
the digital medium. Much the same process occurs here
where as we add more states to the description of our
resource (i.e. increase N) we are increasing the number
of \bits" used to \encode" the target state. We use the
words \bit" and \encode" very loosely, but the idea is
what is important. So, in analogy with the analogue to
digital converter, as we increase the number of \bits" in
our resource we would also expect the quality of output
(delity) to improve. Overall, this implies that the shape
of the delity function in Figure 4 is not surprising, and
in fact what we would expect.
IV. BEAM SPLITTER RESOURCE
The resource states discussed in Section III illustrate
the protocol well, but do not describe a known physical
interaction. However the beam splitter interaction can
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be shown to give a resource with similar properties to
Eq. (8). The beam splitter interaction is described by
[51]
j iAB = ei 4 (ayb+aby)jNiAjNiB; (20)
where the operators a, ay, b and by are the usual boson
annihilation and creation operators for modes A and B.
N is the number of photons at each port of the beam
splitter.
We can understand these states by considering the bo-













J^2 = N(N + 1): (21d)
Let us restrict the state space to eigenstates of the num-
ber sum such that aya + byb = 2N , implying a pseudo
angular momentum algebra. The eigenstates of J^z can
be written in the number state basis as
jN;iz = jN + iAjN − iB: (22)
There are 2N + 1 such eigenstates with eigenvalues  =
−2N;−2N + 1; : : : ; 0; : : : ; 2N − 1; 2N . Consequently, we
can write Eq. (20) in the form
j iAB = ei 2 J^x jN; 0iz: (23)





zhN;jei 2 J^x jN; 0iz
jN + iAjN − iB; (24)
where the term zhN;jei 2 J^x jN; 0iz is the distribution of
the J^z eigenstates over the range −N    N and can
be obtained from the rotation matrix coecients (which
are discussed in more detail in Appendix (B)). Eq. (24)




dn−N jniAj2N − niB: (25)
where the dn−N are the rotation matrix coecients and
making the change of variables  = n−N . These states
may be used as a resource in our number sum, phase dif-
ference teleportation protocol because their form is very
similar to Eq. (7). This protocol proceeds identically
to that discussed in Section III excepting the additional
knowledge of how the the resource is generated and the
inherent properties therein.
We illustrate this variation of the protocol with the
pure state form of the resource as given in Eq. (25). The
total state is,






cmdn−N jmiT jniAj2N − niB: (26)
The state of the system, conditioned on the number sum
result q, is




jq − niT jniAj2N − niB ; (27)







is the probability of obtaining the result q, the subscript
denoting that the probability is for the beam splitter gen-










cq−ndn−N j2N − niB; (29)
and the state in Bob’s mode is




cq−ndn−N j2N − niB : (30)
Applying the amplication j2N − niB ! jq − niB and
the phase shift e−2in− , the output state becomes,
j iout;B = NBS
min(q;2N)X
n=0
cq−ndn−N jq − niB ; (31)












3. Example: Target is a coherent state
The delity function in Figure 6 is almost identical to
Figure 4 except that its maximum is one half as opposed
to unity. The reason for this is due to every second term
of the target is being removed because the every second
term of the resource is zero. Every second term of the
resource is zero because in the case of equal photon num-
ber incident onto each port of a 50:50 beam splitter gives
rotation matrix coecients whose every second term is
zero. Therefore, only half of the terms in the target are
contributing to the delity, so the maximum the delity
can be for such a target is one half. As in the ideal case,
this resource improves in its ability to teleport a state

















FIG. 6. Fidelity, F , as a function of number sum measurement, q, and energy in the beamsplitter resource, N , for a coherent
state of amplitude  = 3.
The probability function is shown in Figure 7 and has
much the same structure as the probability in Figure 5.
The \bumps" on the \edge" of the surface are due to the
distribution of the dn−N coecients not being flat (c.f.














FIG. 7. Probability, P , as a function of number sum measurement, q, and energy in the beamsplitter resource, N , fora
coherent state of amplitude  = 3.
4. Example: Target is an even \cat" state
If we have some a priori knowledge about the form
of the state we are attempting to teleport, it is possible
to achieve unit delity. For instance if we use an even
\cat" state, formed from the superposition of two coher-
ent states of equal amplitude but opposite sign, [52]
j iT = jiT + j − iTp
2 + 2e−2jj2
; (33)
we nd that every second term of the target is zero. This
means that even though every second term in the re-
source is zero and is removing every second term from
the target, this has no eect on the resource’s ability to
teleport an even \cat" state, as shown by the delity
















FIG. 8. Fidelity, F , as a function of number sum measurement, q, and
state of amplitude  = 3.
This example is interesting since we have seemingly
added only a small amount of extra information but we
have greatly improved the quality of the protocol. Even
such incomplete knowledge about the target as its par-
ity or form in a given basis can allow one to teleport
the state perfectly with a seemingly imperfect resource.
This result implies that it is possible to tailor resources
for given applications, so that if only the form of the
state to be teleported is known, then one may be able to
construct a resource that will teleport the state perfectly,
without the resource necessarily being able to teleport an
arbitrary state perfectly.
V. DECOHERENCE
We model decoherence by using phase diusion. This
retains the classical (number or intensity) correlations in
the system, but alters the quantum (entanglement re-
lat d) correlations. Phas diusion is modell d by ap-
plying the following phase shift to the resource
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U()  exp −i(aaya+ bbyb) ; (34)
where the combined phase of a and b is taken to be












Even though a Gaussian distribution is not periodic
it can taken to be an approximation to a true periodic
distribution, such as cos2N ( − 0), for suciently large
N . To see that this is so, consider the probability distri-
bution
P () = N cos2N ( − 0) (36)
where N is the normalisation. This can be approximated
by
P ()  N





 N 1−N( − 0)2









where  = 12N . Therefore, a Gaussian distribution can
approximate a true periodic distribution given the con-
dition that   12N .
A. Squeezed state resource
The phase diusion model may be illustrated by apply-
ing it to the resource discussed by Milburn and Braun-
stein [33]. In their paper they describe teleportation us-
ing two-mode squeezed vacuum states as an entangle-
ment resource for teleportation. The entanglement be-
tween resource modes may be altered by changing the
squeezing parameter, , and by decohering the resource
using phase diusion. The resource for this protocol is




















where  = a + b is the Gaussian distributed random
variable with mean zero and variance 
We average over all realisations of the phase to give
the resource as a density operator







jniAhn0j ⊗ jniB hn0j; (40)
where γ describes the degree of decoherence and is equal
to =2. The input state is











jmiT hm0j ⊗ jniAhn0j ⊗ jniB hn0j: (41)
This teleportation takes two paths, one characterised
by measurement of a positive number dierence and one
by a negative number dierence. We will arrive at two -
delities, each corresponding to the relevant measurement.
1. Positive number dierence measurement
















jn+ qiT hn0 + qj ⊗ jniAhn0j ⊗ jniB hn0j; (42)
where




is the probability of nding the result q. After measure-
















nn0e−γ(n−n0)2 jniB hn0j; (44)










nn0e−γ(n−n0)2 jniB hn0j: (45)











nn0e−γ(n−n0)2 jn+ qiB hn0 + qj; (46)







2. Negative number dierence measurement
For measurement of negative number dierence, q0 =














 jmiT hm0j ⊗ jm+ q0iAhm0 + q0j
⊗jm+ q0iB hm0 + q0j; (48)
where













The delity as a function of q and γ is shown in Fig-
ure 9 and behaves as we would expect, decoherence in
the resource reduces the output quality of the protocol
implying that the entanglement available as a resource
















FIG. 9. Fidelity as a function of number dierence measurement, q, and degree of decoherence, γ, with a squeezing parameter
value of  = 0:8 at a two-mode squeezed state resource energy corresponding to N = 100.
If we take γ = 0 and a coherent state of amplitude
 = 6 then we can reproduce the results of Ref. [33].
B. Ideal resource
Applying our decoherence model to Eq. (8) and aver-













jmiT hm0j ⊗ jN − niAhN − n0j ⊗ jniB hn0j (51)
where γ is the degree of decoherence as before. After

















is the probability of obtaining the result q as obtained in
Eq. (14). It is not dicult to show that by letting γ = 0
we reproduce the result without noise, Eq. (18).
Let us examine the example of a coherent state,  = 3.
The delity as a function of γ and q is shown in Fig-
ure 10 and shows how decoherence aects the delity.
As the degree of decoherence (γ) is increased, the delity
drops away very quickly. This is because the o-diagonal
matrix elements of AB are being \washed out" by the
(n− n0)2 term in the exponential. Physically, we are re-
ducing the entanglement between the resource modes by
making measurement of phase more random and would
expect the ability of the technique to teleport a state to

















FIG. 10. Fidelity as a fu tion of number sum measur ment, q, and de
corresponding to N = 100.
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C. Beam splitter resource
We add noise to the beam splitter resource state in the













jmiT hm0j ⊗ jniAhn0j
⊗j2N − niB h2N − n0j: (54)
After the teleportation protocol, we nd that the delity














is the probability of obtaining the number sum result q.
FIG. 11. Fidelity as a function of number sum measurement, q, and degree of decoherence, γ, with a beamsplitter resource
energy corresponding to N = 100.
Again, the delity decreases due to decoherence in the
resource, except that the delity decreases from one half
instead of one as in Section III.
VI. FULL DECOHERENCE
Full decoherence corresponds to no entanglement be-
tween the resource modes and a completely flat phase
probability distribution. A flat phase probability distri-
bution is equivalent to taking the limit γ ! 1 in the
delities of Section V making the o-diagonal terms in
the density matrix representing the output state out;B
zero. Physically, this limit corresponds to retaining the
number correlations but making a measurement of phase
completely arbitrary.We take this limit for each of the
three cases discussed in Section V.
A. Idealised resource









FIG. 12. Fidelity as a function of number sum measurement, q, and e
coherent state target of amplitude  = 3.
FI;1 as a function of q and N is shown in Figure 12,
note that it behaves in much the same way as the noise-
less case (Figure 4) where the delity stays \high" for an
increasing part of the region of q with increasing N , but
has a signicantly lower value.
A feature of interest in Figure 12 is the bump on each
edge of the delity distribution. As one scans across q
for a given value of N the delity increases, drops from
zero, peaks slightly to remain flat, then peaks again be-
fore dropping away to zero. These features may be seen
more clearly in Figure 13 where FI;1 is plotted against
q for N = 100.
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FIG. 13. Slice through fully decohered ideal resource delity function at N = 100.
The \bumps" are due to the distribution of the cm co-
ecients of the input target state. To understand the







Eq. (58) shows that we are nding the summation of a
distribution with each term raised to the power of four
divided by the same distribution with each term raised to
the power of two. Note that a coherent state distribution
squared has a larger spread than one raised to the power
of four. The distributions for a coherent state,  = 3
are shown in Figure 14. The 2 curve corresponds to
the coecients of the coherent state squared and the 4
curve corresponds to the coecients raised to the power
of four.




















FIG. 14. Comparison of 2 and 4 coecient distributions. The cm are the values of the coecients at a given value of the
Fock number, m.
Let us consider q < N in the range m = [0; 2] which
corresponds to the coecients between c0 and c2 inclu-
sive. The summations in Eq. (58) only add up the coef-
cients from c0 to c2 so, the major contribution to the
delity comes from the 2 curve which corresponds to the
denominator in Eq. (58), hence the delity is small. If we
let m = 7 the summations add about half of each of the
two distributions, this corresponds to where the delity
reaches about half of its maximum value in Figure 13. As
we increase m further we are adding more of the 4 dis-
tribution and the delity increases since this corresponds
to the numerator in Eq. (58). Now take m = 12 which is
where the 4 distribution is small again, this corresponds
to the maximum of the rst \bump" in Figure 13. As we
take larger m, the summation from c0 to cm of the 4
distribution has maximised, but the summation of the
2 distribution has not, so as we take larger m the -
delity decreases, since the 2 distribution corresponds to
the denominator in Eq. (58). The delity then stays at
a constant value because both of the summations have
reached their respective maxima. This tells us how the
rst \bump" is produced. The second \bump" is pro-
duced by exactly the same eect but in reverse order. At
the m corresponding to the second \bump" we are in the
region where q > N , hence the summation has changed
from starting at c0 and nishing at cm, to starting at
cq−N and nishing at cq. The summations now move as
a \window" of length N + 1 over the distributions. As
the \window" moves across the distributions the contri-
bution from the 2 distribution decreases as coecients
are being dropped from the summation in the denomi-
nator, and we see the delity increase again, forming the
second \bump". As the \window" moves further to the
right over the distributions in Figure 14 the delity drops
away to zero as we are no longer adding non-zero terms
in the two distributions.
One may notice that the \bump" on the right hand
side of Figure 13 is lower than that on the left hand side.
This is due to the distribution of states in the target. In
the case that generates Figure 13 we are using a coherent
state of amplitude three. The distribution of a coherent
state of this amplitude is slightly asymmetrical and gives
the slightly lower \bump" to the right we see in Figure 13.
If we use a symmetric distribution of coecients in the







then one would expect to see the \bumps" occurring at
the same height. This is exactly what we see in Figure 15,
where we have used a Gaussian with n0 arbitrarily set to
30 and  = 3.
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FIG. 15. Slice through fully decohered ideal resource delity function for a Gaussian distributed target at N = 100.
Because the \bumps" are due to dierences in distri-
bution width between when we square the terms in the
distribution and when we take the terms in the distri-
bution to the power of four, we would expect that if we
choose a flat distribution then we would not see this ef-
fect. Take a target state with coecients (in the Fock
basis) dened by




if n  40; cn = 0 (60b)
The distribution of these coecients squared will have
the same width as that raised to the power of four. FI;1
as a function of q and N for this distribution of coe-
cients is shown in Figure 16, note that it has no \bumps"
as we expect. Hence we conclude that the \bumps" are a
direct result of the continuous nature of the distribution
of coecients dening the target state.











FIG. 16. Fidelity function of a fully decohered ideal resource for a flat target coecient distribution.
B. Beam splitter resource
The delity for a fully decohered resource generated






This delity as a function of q and N is shown in Fig-
ure 17.
FIG. 17. Fidelity, F , as a function of number sum measurement, q, a
resource, N , for a coherent state target of amplitude  = 3.
Again, the typical trend of increasing region of high
delity in q as N increases is shown. Notice that the
constant value of the delity function when N is large is
approximately that of the ideal case in Figure 12. One
may wonder why this is so when previously the beam
splitter version of the protocol could only achieve ap-
proximately half that of the ideal version. The reason
for this is simple and can be explained by considering
Eq. (61). In this equation both the numerator and de-
nominator are setting half of the terms to zero (due to
the zero terms of the rotation matrix coecients) mak-
ing the ratio almost identical to that in Eq. (57). Hence
the maximum delities in the fully decohered limit are
approximately the same for the ideal and beam splitter
generated resources.
C. Squeezed state resource






























FIG. 18. Fidelity, F , as a function of number dierence measurement, q, and squeezing parameter,  for a fully decohered
squeezed state resource. The target is a coherent state of amplitude  = 3.
The surface we see in Figure 18 has the same form {
except for being diminished in delity { as the squeezed
state delity function over  and q for no damping (Fig-
ure 19). Unfortunately, we have yet to come up with
an adequate explanation as to why the top of the peak
decreases as  increases. Nevertheless, it is not dicult
to show that the position of the peak in q is determined
by the target state. Here we use a coherent state of am-
plitude,  = 3, which implies a peak value at q = 9,















FIG. 19. Fidelity, F , as a function of number dierence measurement, q, and squeezing parameter, , for a squeezed state
resource without decoherence. The target is a coherent state of amplitude  = 3.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a teleportation scheme involving
coupled oscillator states using number sum and phase dif-
ference measurements is possible, given suciently large
numbers of Fock states in the resource. The ability of
the scheme to reliably teleport a state was shown to im-
prove as the number of Fock state in the resource in-
creases. In the case of the beam splitter generated re-
source this physically means more photons incident on
the beam splitter ports. We have illustrated the eects
of decoherence (in the form of phase diusion) in three
entanglement resources (ideal, beam splitter generated
and squeezed state) on the delity of teleportation and
have related this qualitatively to the change in entan-
glement of the resource. We have also shown that the
ability of the resources to teleport a state increases with
increase in the Fock space dimension.
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APPENDIX A: OPERATORS
1. Number projectors
We construct the number sum projector from consid-









(n+m)jnihnj ⊗ jmihmj (A2)
letting n = k+l2 and m =
k−l
2 we nd that after measure-


























jnihnj ⊗ jk − nihk − nj: (A4)
So, after a trivial change of variables, for the number sum




jq − pijpihpjhq − pj: (A5)
To nd the number dierence projectors we follow a
similar procedure to above; acting the number dierence




(n−m)jnihnj ⊗ jmihmj: (A6)
Letting n−m = k and n+m = l we nd that the state


















We will arrive at two number dierence projectors, one
corresponding to a positive number dierence result and
one to a negative number dierence result. Choosing
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k  0 will give us the positive number dierence result

























jn+ kihn+ kj ⊗ jnihnj: (A9)
Making a change of variables gives the number dierence




jp+ qi1hp+ qj ⊗ jpi2hpj; (A10)
To nd the projector for a negative number dierence
































jnihnj ⊗ jn+ k0ihn+ k0j; (A12)
so, after a change of variables, the projector for a nega-




jpi1hpj ⊗ jp+ q0i2hp+ q0j (A13)
2. Phase projectors
The phase dierence and the phase sum projection op-
erators are derived by integrating the total phase opera-
tor over the relevant variable.
The total phase operator is




jwi1hxj ⊗ jyi2hzj: (A14)
The phase dierence projector is obtained by integrat-





jwi1hxj ⊗ jyi2hzj: (A15)





jwi1hxj ⊗ jyi2hzj: (A16)
APPENDIX B: ROTATION MATRIX
COEFFICIENTS
The distribution of states in the resource is described
by the rotation matrix coecients dened by
djm0;m() = zhj;m0je−iJ^x jj;miz : (B1)
It is easier to calculate these matrix elements using J^y so
we rotate about J^z .
zhj;m0je−iJ^x jj;miz
= zhj;m0je−i 2 J^ze−iJ^yei 2 J^z jj;miz











Djm0;m() = zhj;m0je−iJ^y jj;miz ; (B3)
which are discussed in detail in [53]. These rotation ma-
trix coecients may be written in the more explicit form
Djm0;m() = [(j +m










(j +m− s)!s!(m0 −m+ s)!(j −m0 − s)! ;
(B4)
where s ranges over all integer values where the factorials
are non-negative.
For equal photon number incident on each port of a
50:50 beam splitter we have m = 0; j = N and  = 2 .
The distribution of the coecients dened in Eq. (B1) is
shown in Figure 20.
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FIG. 20. Distribution of dj
m0;m() coecients fo
Note that every second term is zero, this is the rea-
son why continuous target states will have a maximum
delity of a half using the beam splitter generated re-
source.
One nds that as N increases the region in the mid-
dle of the distribution becomes flatter, thereby approach-
ing the entanglement properties of the flat distribution
dn = 1=
p
N + 1, discussed in Section III.
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